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1. Cultural Selection Theory

1.1 Introduction.  Cultural Selection Theory – which contends that some cultural evolution takes place by Darwinian mechanisms – has sparked much interest in recent decades. Should it bear fruit, its importance for other academic disciplines is clear. The search for insight into the causes of institutions is a hot topic in the social sciences; furthermore, the mechanism of adaptation by natural selection is a powerful intellectual tool, since it can explain how unintelligent objects can incorporate information about their environments without the intervention of an agent with rational foresight.
Yet, despite significant interest in Cultural Selection Theory, there has been surprisingly little progress in the field. The thirty-five year inability of researchers to find compelling evidence or devise decisive investigations in order to narrow the candidate hypotheses indicates to some that cultural evolution has failed to describe any robust causal features of the cultural landscape (Gardner 2000; Lanier in Aunger 2000: 2). Recently, Edmonds (2005) dissolved the Journal of Memetics of which he was the founder and editor, citing the lack of progress and academic interest in the field.​[1]​
The greatest challenge for Cultural Selection Theory lies is the paucity of evidence for structural mechanisms in cultural systems that are sufficient for adaptation by natural selection.  In part, clarification is required with respect to the interaction between cultural systems and their purported selective environments. Edmonds, Hull, and others have argued that Cultural Selection Theory requires simple, conclusive, unambiguous case studies in order to meet this challenge. It is vital that these case studies be tractable: where the cultural phenomena in question are relatively simple, where the relative frequencies of different cultural units are easy to measure, and where there is good quality data available. It should be clear that the observed adaptations are not attributable to biological selection or strategic thinking. Further, we must be able to readily identify the mechanism by which the adaptation takes place: that is, the source of the selection pressure should be fairly uncontroversial, and there should be a clear correlation between this pressure and changes in the frequencies of the cultural units distinct from what would be expected in a selectively neutral environment. 
An excellent candidate for this case study is the song of the Rufous-collared Sparrow, Zonotrichia capensis, which seems to exhibit cultural adaptations that minimize signal degradation relative to local environments (Brown and Handford 2000). Specifically, the more forested the habitat, the more the tail end of the song resembles a whistle rather than a trill; however, variation in song is uncorrelated with genetic or morphological variation. I explore the mechanisms responsible for these putative acoustic adaptations through a formal model. I modify the framework of Alexander and Skyrms’ (1999) Bargaining with Neighbours: This dynamic Evolutionary Game Theoretic framework is well suited for my investigation because the spatial constraints on strategy imitation provide a basis for modeling song transmission from adults to fledglings. 
The main point of this research is not to test this model, but rather to demonstrate that models of this type have the resources lend much-needed empirical support to Cultural Selection Theory. It will also support Alexander and Skyrms’ work by providing a set of empirically testable consequences for their model. Finally, it will contribute to evolutionary theory by clarifying the scope and limits of adaptation by natural selection.

1.2 First Challenge: Under-Explored Causal Mechanisms.  Cultural Selection Theory has suffered due to the effects of two interrelated problems. In the remainder of Section 1, I will outline these challenges and argue that the path to their resolution lies in the development of clear case studies of cultural selection – and in particular, ones that reveal the relationship between their cultural traits and their selective environments. 
The first challenge is that the causal mechanisms at play in cultural selection remain under-explored. Much of the literature on Cultural Selection Theory has remained focused on high-level theoretical debates: for example, about the meanings of key terms, about the in-principle characteristics that would be needed for cultural selection to occur, and about the significance of analogies between biological and cultural systems (Hull 2000). Examples of this kind of highly abstract reasoning include Dawkins’ (1982) argument that whenever a new replicator arises, an evolutionary process necessarily follows.​[2]​ Another is Wimsatt’s (1999) argument that cultural evolutionary studies ought to be modeled after developmental biology rather than genetics. While these theoretical debates may contribute to establishing coherence within Cultural Selection Theory (Edmonds 1998), and entrenching it for those already in it, it has not demonstrated how the body of knowledge it produces will be trustworthy or enriching to other academic fields. I have argued elsewhere that absence of theoretical and definitional solidarity amongst proponents of cultural evolution is likely to persist until more empirical investigations are conducted, and these theoretical debates should be suspended until clear case studies of cultural evolution by natural selection have been developed. 
When empirical investigations are undertaken, however, the case studies and examples selected tend to be ones that can already be well-accounted for using other terminology (such as information transfer) and are re-described in terms of Cultural Selection Theory without producing any new or useful insights (Gardner 2000; Hull 2001; Edmonds 2005). Often, the cultural phenomena chosen are highly complex, such as religion or consciousness. Consider, for example, Dawkins’ (1983) description of ‘God’ and ‘faith’ as particularly persistent memes, and Dennett’s argument that the human mind is the product of Darwinian cultural selection (Dennett 1995). Cases this ambitious, however, are unlikely to be widely accepted until more tractable ones are established (Edmonds 2002). 
But even when simpler cultural phenomena are investigated, the explanatory chains linking them to principles of Darwinian natural selection tend to be weak (Edmonds 1998). For example, Best (1997) analyzes clusters of words in electronic newsgroups for patterns that could indicate the presence of memes, and correlations in their patterns of replication that are competitive, parasitic, mutual, and so on. While correlations discovered in the data indicated that the mechanism of natural selection might be taking place, Best does not further investigate the mechanism.  Instead, Best’s analysis relies on middle-range concepts such as ‘scarcity of resources’: the reduced presence of one word cluster is attributed to limitations on the space available in the newsgroup and to that limited space being used instead by another competing word cluster. A detailed case study would be beneficial here to clarify how the apparent selection mechanism operates. The problem with many of these models is that more justification is required to identify a memetic process than mere appearance. The explanatory chain must be built to tie these observations to theoretical principles. 
As Edmonds (1998) argues, “it is wrong to imply the existence of memetic process, purely as a result of a post-hoc analysis of data and the mere presence of possible mechanisms.” The problem is that it is possible for cultural systems to superficially resemble, but not actually be, the result of Darwinian natural selection. Consider for example the computer simulation of the El Farol Bar (Arthur 1994).​[3]​ In this model, every agent wants to go to the bar if it is not too crowded, and she communicates her plans (truly or falsely) to other agents. The observed patterns of cultural change look like cultural evolution by natural selection because an utterance made by one player will be successively made by other players as all agents rapidly converge upon a single strategy. The dynamics of the model are defined, however, such that each agent reaches her conclusion independently and strategically, rather than by imitating others. This model exemplifies a system that could tempt an observer to appeal to a memetic explanation. 
Some have succumbed to the temptation to shorten the process of building these explanatory chains between observation and theory: for example, by broadening the definitions of key theoretical concepts so that the phenomena count as products of adaptation by cultural natural selection (Edmonds 1998). As Gardner (2000) argues, “A meme is so broadly defined by its proponents as to be a useless concept, creating more confusion than light.” Arguably, Blackmore’s (2000) model falls under this category: on this account, essentially all of the products of human culture are interpreted as memetic because memes move by imitation, and imitation is taken to be the basic component of human action. Taken to its extreme, any cultural process could be described as having meme-like qualities so long as there is variation and selective retention; however, the significance of natural selection is rendered meaningless when it is stretched to describe processes such as strategic thinking (Edmonds 1998). This tactic waters down the significance of Darwinian processes by overlooking the fact that variation must be blind with respect to the selective forces in the environment.

1.3 Second Challenge: Unclear Culture-Environment Relationship.  This brings us to the second problem: In its current form, Cultural Selection Theory lacks clarity with respect to the interaction between cultural units and their purported selective environments (Wimsatt 1999; Hull 2000; Aunger 2000). Clarity with respect to the culture-environment interaction is critical for our ability to identify cultural adaptations. 
What is vital for Darwinian evolution is that there exists a directional selection pressure – as contrasted with a system’s inherent rate of change by the introduction of selectively neutral variations – and that this pressure has the effect of weeding out variations in the population that are less successful at reproducing under these conditions. Indeed, it was Williams’ selectionist conception of a gene as “any hereditary information for which there is a favorable or unfavorable selection bias equal to several or many times its rate of endogenous change” (1966, p. 25) that Dawkins extended to his notion of ‘replicators’ and ultimately to ‘memes.’
But many examples used to illustrate or substantiate Cultural Selection Theory fail to clarify the nature of this selection. For example, Dawkins (1983) describes the success of the ‘God’ meme in terms of its great ‘psychological appeal’.  But, as Sober (2000) argues, a model of cultural evolution cannot explain why a meme is so ‘psychologically attractive.’ Why one trait is fitter than another in a given context cannot be addressed unless the evolutionary model is supplemented with information from another source. In biological evolution, for example, an explanation of the fitness granted to a flying bird by its wings must refer – even if only implicitly – to the principles of aerodynamics (Christensen and Hooker 1999). Cultural Selection Theory cannot meaningfully define environmental interaction in terms of ‘psychological attractiveness’: This would be analogous to describing the fitness of a biological trait as its ‘genic-attractiveness’ – it is descriptively accurate but explanatorily impoverished. The fitness of a trait should indicate some feature of the environment with which it interacts. 
For example, Dawkins refers to ‘faith’ as a successful cultural adaptation: “The meme for blind faith secures its own perpetuation by the simple unconscious expedient of discouraging rational inquiry” (Dawkins 1976: 198). If it is true that, once we adopt the cultural trait of faith the way to eliminate it is rational inquiry, but the trait itself undermines rational inquiry, then the best way to avoid carrying this trait is to not adopt it in the first place. This example appeals to a notion of rationality in its assignment of fitness, and as such can avoid circular reasoning. However, it faces another problem: the purely cultural or psychological nature of the trait’s environment sheds doubt on the trait’s ontological status. Can we say that faith is itself a trait, or is it rather a feature of other traits like religious and political belief? Is it instead a kind of psychological predisposition? 
Since our ability to identify adaptations is dependent upon the clarity with which we can define the relevant causal relationships within the evolutionary environment, an evolutionary theory should be able to indicate what features of the environment an adaptation has the function of accommodating. But, the veracity of these cultural traits is difficult to substantiate in most of the cases that are examined in the literature of Cultural Selection Theory. This partially explains why Cultural Selection Theory has been difficult to get off the ground. It also indicates what is necessary to move the discipline forward: we require case studies that clearly specify the selective pressure that the environment places on cultural units of a certain type. 


2. Acoustic Adaptation in Bird Songs

2.1 Bird Songs as Case Studies.  Cultural Selection Theory must identify at least one case that is clearly an example of cultural evolution by natural selection. The system should be defensibly cultural rather than the result of strategic thinking or a byproduct of biological selection, and it should be a system about which there is good quality data. The subject of this case study must be relatively simple so that it is easy to track changes in frequencies of different cultural units. Once simpler models present clear examples of cultural units and some mechanisms for reproduction and environmental selection, their structures will provide a foundation from which other more complex cultural evolutionary systems can be investigated. 
I propose that the case study of acoustic adaptation in bird songs is an excellent candidate for a case study that can address the two challenges to Cultural Selection Theory that were discussed in Section 1. Songbird is a taxonomic division, consisting of birds whose vocalisations are learned, rather than innate. Calls are acoustic signals used between birds in close quarters, such as mates and family members. Songs, on the other hand, function in long-range communication, for example in mate attraction or territorial defence. Most frequently, songs are exchanged between adult males at a distance of one territory, ranging between fifty and two hundred meters as determined by species and ecosystem (Wiley and Richards 1982: 132).
Bird songs, in general, are well suited for serving as preliminary case studies in Cultural Selection Theory because there is a “concentration of phenomena where the identity of memes is transparent due to the clear mapping between their forms and their content” (Edmonds 1998). They are also among the most widely accepted examples of non-human culture, and there is a great deal of research available on the social structure, life cycles, vocal patterns, and neurobiology of various species of songbirds. Some illuminating research on birdsongs has even adopted population genetics as an analytic framework (Lynch 1996; Burnell 1998). 
Further, there is a large and mature body of research available on the mechanisms of bird song transmission. Copies of bird songs are created when new birds adopt them. In many species of songbirds, transmission occurs between unrelated members of different generations, from the older to the younger (Wiley and Richards 1982). This inheritance pattern facilitates the cultural selection theorist’s charge of separating the heredity of the traits of organisms from the genealogy (or ‘memealogy’) of cultural units.
Bird songs readily submit to the identification of their units of replication and interaction with high inter-observer reliability (Lynch 1996, p.182). Furthermore, the transmission of songs can be described operationally, with minimal commitment to the existence (or non-existence) of theoretical entities that are not directly observable, such as thought patterns. Additionally, many songbirds are imprinted with one set of songs in their first year, which they sing throughout their lives; this minimizes the influence of intra-individual processes and the role of strategic thinking (Dirlam 2003).

2.2 Songbirds.  Since songbirds preferentially learn songs of conspecifics over those of other species, there is a non-cultural predisposition for the adoption of certain song types. However, within that range of song types, it is the social environment that determines the repertoire of a given bird. The following illustration demonstrates a common pattern of song acquisition (Nordby, et. al. 1999). During its first summer, a fledgling male silently situates itself amidst the clustered territories of a set of older males, eavesdropping on their songs. The young male learns those songs that it hears most frequently and clearly, and it will sing those song types in the following years. A bird from which a song is learned is called a mentor, and mentors very often are unrelated to their protégées (Wiley and Richards 1982). 
In its first mating season, a young male will establish a territory that borders as much as possible on the territories of birds that share its repertoire. It is important for a male bird to have a territory in order to attract mates. Often, the young male will take over the territory of a mentor or mentor’s neighbour that has not survived the winter, or it will wedge its territory between those of its mentors. However, when no such opportunities arise, groups of young males that have learned overlapping repertoires by having observed the same or neighbouring mentors may together establish a cluster of new territories (Catchpole 1982). 
It is important for birds that neighbour each other to share songs: This makes it easier for birds to defend their territorial boundaries and minimizes the number of hostile interactions in which they participate (Hopp and Morton 1977: 343). For example, when birds engage in call-back displays, song sharing acts like a password that allows neighbouring birds to identify each other and fend off interlopers (Burt et. al. 2001). Additionally, song sharing facilitates ranging, which is the activity of estimating the location of a conspecific by the audio clues it provides (Wiley and Richards 1982: 163). The better a territoried male is at ranging, the less time and energy it must spend on sentry duties (Hopp and Morton 1977: 342-3); thus, song sharing frees up time and energy that birds can spend in other pursuits (Catchpole 1982: 309; Beecher et. al. 1996, 2000). While debate continues regarding the relative importance of these different factors, it is well-established that song sharing is a good predictor of territory tenure (Beecher et. al. 2000). While it is important to keep distinct the fitnesses of songs and their singers, these are intricately interdependent.
Numerous empirical investigations have supported the hypothesis that bird songs are usually functionally equivalent, except insofar as song sharing is concerned: that is, any relative differences in song fitness are largely attributable to frequency or density dependent selection (Lynch 1996: 185-6). This means that rarer songs are less likely to propagate, thus minimizing variation. This is significant given the high mutation rates in song replication: Unlike in gene-based biological evolution, mutations are quite common in bird song evolution and occur in every replication. 
In bird song systems, it is stability rather than variability in song types that merits special attention. There are two types of variation in the evolution of bird songs. Changes in the basic elements of a song are analogous to genetic point mutations, whereas the rearrangements of these elements are analogous to genetic recombination (Lynch 1996: 183). Bird song mutations come from two sources, one psychological and the other ecological. In the former case, variations are attributable to psychological imperfections in the birds’ abilities to learn, memorize, or mimic the songs they have learned. In the latter case, the birds lack sufficient exposure to the model songs; for example, when the acoustic qualities of the habitat in which the birds live interfere with the audibility of songs. 
Importantly, birds preferentially learn songs that have remained undegraded by the transmission process (Morton 1987; Hopp and Morton 1998). Thus, where song types differ in their tendency to degrade given the acoustic characteristics of a particular habitat, there will be a corresponding effect on the relative fitnesses of these song types. This indicates that there are cases wherein song variations are functionally distinct.

2.3 Acoustic Adaptation Hypothesis.  It has long been known that songbirds living in forests tend to incorporate whistled elements into their songs, whereas those in fields tend to incorporate trilled elements (Nottebohm 1975; Kroodsma et al. 1982; Kroodsma and Miller 1996; Nordby et al. 1999).​[4]​ This phenomenon supports the Acoustic Adaptation Hypothesis, which predicts that long-range acoustic signals are structured to minimize the degradation caused by the physical environment through which the signals are transmitted.​[5]​ The Acoustic Adaptation Hypothesis, therefore, predicts that trills are adaptations for faithful signaling in fields, while whistles are adaptations for faithful signaling in forests. 











Figure 2. Sparrow song with whistled coda consisting of three elements (Bakx 2007)


The correlation between song-type and habitat has been found to hold strongly in populations of Rufous-collared Sparrows. Handford and colleagues contend that the Rufous-collared Sparrow’s song is adapted to combat degradation given the acoustic conditions of the particular habitat it occupies. Importantly, in this species song type is not correlated with genetic indicators of relatedness or morphological differences, indicating that this phenomenon is cultural rather than biological (Handford and Nottebohm 1976; Handford and Lougheed 1991; Lougheed et al. 1993). 
Handford and colleagues argue that songs with trilled codas are more fit than whistled ones in fields – that is they have a higher chance of being successfully copied by neighbouring fledglings – and the reverse is the case in forests (Nottebohm 1975; Handford 1988; Tubaro et al. 1993; Kopuchian et al. 2004). Because fledglings have been found to preferentially learn undegraded songs, songs that transmit more faithfully through the native habitat have more success at being successfully copied by fledglings. 
This hypothesis is further supported by the observation that signals transmitted through forests experience a different kind of degradation than those transmitted through fields. In fields, the most significant source of signal degradation is irregular amplitude fluctuation. Because of the lack of vegetation, fields tend to be windy, and scattered with irregular air masses of different velocities and temperatures (i.e. densities). Consequently, signals transmitted through fields are often deflected and attenuated in an unpredictable fashion (Wiley and Richards 1982: 174). 
In both the trill and the whistle, one particular element is repeated several times over the course of the song’s coda: this repetition is in a steady rhythm that is slower in the whistle and quicker in the trill. Because the repetition of this element is consistent throughout the entire trill, one could reasonably expect a listener to be able to reconstruct the signal from a small segment – two elements in a row and the spaces following them – even if the rest of the trill is degraded (Brown and Handford 1996, 2000). In fact, a rapid amplitude modulation trill, a slow amplitude modulation whistle (and any signal-type falling between these two extremes) could be reconstructed by the listener upon hearing only one of these ‘element-space-element-space’ information packets. Since trills contain greater redundancy than whistles, if irregular amplitude fluctuations are the primary source of acoustic degradation, it is reasonable to expect that a trill will have a better chance to transmit at least one information packet to the listener than a whistle. 
In forests, the most significant source of signal degradation is reverberation: that is, echoes caused when sound waves rebound off of physical obstacles, such as tree trunks and leaves. Reverberation can be expected to degrade trills more than whistles because the tightly spaced elements of trills fill with echoes, muddling the transmission of their information packets to listeners. These reverberating waves interfere with one another and effectively “blur the distinction between closely-placed elements as inter-element spaces fill with echoes” (Handford and Brown 2000: 81).
Thus, the redundancy of trilled signals would cause them to be better heard and consequently preferentially copied by field dwelling birds, making them the fitter song types in these habitats. In forests, the echo-resistance of whistles would cause them to be preferentially copied in that habitat. According to Handford and colleagues, this suggests that trills and whistles are adaptations to overcome the acoustic limitations of each of these environments.
The special value of selecting the songs of the Rufous-collared Sparrow as a case study for this paper lies in the opportunity it offers to clarify the role of environmental interaction in cultural evolution. To review, Rufous-collared Sparrows that live in fields tend to trill, and those living in forests tend to whistle. This song type is not correlated with genetic or morphological characteristics, and birds learn songs from adults who are not their kin, indicating that the type of song a bird sings is not a biological trait but is rather a cultural one. Furthermore, these birds preferentially learn undegraded songs. Trills and whistles degrade to different extents in forests and fields: trills transmitting with greater fidelity in fields, and whistles in forests.​[6]​ Therefore, it seems plausible that these sparrow songs exhibit cultural adaptations to the acoustic environment due to the effect of different acoustic stressors on the ability of different song types to by learned by fledglings. 
This case study satisfies several desiderata of Cultural Selection Theory. The songs are clearly cultural products and not biological ones (although the cultural system is clearly constrained by biology). The purported relationship between the form and function of the songs is fairly straightforward – the fitness of the trait is measurable in terms of acoustic transmission properties. This makes it similarly straightforward to pursue clarifying the comparative advantages of competing cultural units (Edmonds 1998). This could go a long way towards verifying that the frequency changes are a response to selection pressure, and not adaptively neutral. The songs of the Rufous-collared Sparrow have promise to serve cultural selection the way the beaks of Galapagos finches served biological selection – they exhibit a distinct range of variation on a very specific parameter that is clearly correlated with the varying characteristics of the physical environment.

2.4 Panglossianism.  According to Handford and colleagues’ hypothesis, if a population drawn from random Rufous-collared Sparrows is located in a forested environment; trilled songs will incur a fitness penalty and therefore will be copied less frequently than their whistled counterparts will be. It is apparent that trills will eventually become extinct in this population at a rate determined by the extent of the fitness bias in favour of whistles. Of course, in open habitats where the fitness penalty is incurred by whistles, we would see the population eventually taken over by trills in a similar manner. If there were no environmental (or other) constraints in place to bias fitness towards either trills or whistles, the population would remain at a roughly equal distribution between the two strategies, or at least fluctuations in such neutral song types would be attributable to Random Drift. 
But (as the El Farol Bar illustrates), a cultural system can appear to be the product of cultural natural selection, yet on closer inspection have it revealed that a different mechanism is responsible for the behaviour. By further investigating the selection mechanism that may be responsible for this acoustic adaptation, we can reduce the vulnerability of this theory to charges of Panglossianism. The term ‘Panglossianism’ was coined by Gould and Lewontin (1979) as a pejorative label referring to the fallacious attribution of adaptationist explanations to traits without sufficient evidence that these characteristics are the product of Darwinian natural selection.​[7]​ 
One way to minimize Panglossianism Spectrum Fallacy is to bolster explanations for ‘how possibly’ an adaptation evolved with explanations for ‘how likely’ this was to occur. The observation that a trait is well suited to a particular function only licenses the conclusion that it could be an adaptation for that function, and not that it is one. For the latter conclusion, more evidence is required regarding the mechanism by which the trait could have been selected for given the adaptive environment contemporary with its emergence and how likely it is that the necessary selection pressure actually obtained. By searching for selection mechanisms in a system, we minimize the chance of falsely attributing adaptationist explanations to traits or other phenomena that are not the product of natural selection. 
If the mechanism by which bird songs adapt to the acoustic characteristics of their environment can be revealed, Handford’s conclusions can be fortified against any potential charges of Panglossianism. My work explores one account of this selection mechanism. Specifically, I examine the hypothesis that the acoustic adaptation of bird song codas is the product of a selection mechanism whereby birds preferentially learn song types that they hear clearly most frequently during their fledgling year. Since the acoustic characteristics of the environment differentially affect the degradation of song types, and birds preferentially learn undegraded songs, some song types are expected to be more readily copied than others by birds in particular environments. Specifically, in my model Singing to Neighbours, all birds are assumed to be equally fit and to sing an equal number of times, and that the audibility of their songs makes them more or less likely to be heard by and copied by fledglings. 
Consider the following alternative mechanisms that could account for the observed song-habitat correlation. One alternative is that a bird singing an acoustically maladaptive song could be expected to sing less frequently throughout a particular season, having to spend more time on sentry duty and engaging in territorial disputes, and thereby minimizing its mentoring role. Another alternative mechanism is that fledglings may choose mentors that exhibit characteristics indicative of their biological fitnesses. Birds that sing acoustically adaptive song types may attract more mates or hold their territory longer (indicating their biological fitness), and therefore have their songs preferentially copied by fledglings. Both of these alternatives suggest mechanisms that differ from the one that is formalized in my Singing to Neighbours: the alternatives both assume a closer connection between the fitness of birds and the fitness of the songs they sing than is assumed in my model. My model is simpler, since it eliminates reference to the fitnesses of the birds altogether, and in this way is a preferable benchmark model from which to start the analysis.





3.1 Bargaining with Neighbours.  I examine the acoustic adaptation of the songs of the Rufous-collared Sparrow in a model Singing to Neighbours, which is patterned after Alexander and Skyrms’ (1999) Bargaining with Neighbours. This latter model is designed to explore the evolution of social norms using dynamic Evolutionary Game Theory. Alexander and Skyrms introduce a spatial dimension to the dynamic Evolutionary Game Theory model to mimic the conditions where people are more likely to engage in games with the same set of people over time. Players are, therefore, stuck playing games with the same set of neighbors over and over again, regardless of what strategies those neighbors play. 
In Bargaining with Neighbours, hundreds of players are situated in a grid, with eight neighbours each. In every round, a player adopts a particular strategy and plays it against each of her eight neighbours. Players’ strategies are determined by imitation: a player checks how well she and each of her neighbors fared in the previous round, and adopts the strategy that was played by the most successful of these nine players.​[8]​ Alexander and Skyrms argue that this spatial model can be employed to resolve some outstanding challenges in standard Evolutionary Game Theory, wherein games are played with strangers randomly selected from the population.​[9]​
Take, for instance, the Divide-the-Dollar game (Nash 1950). Here, a good must be divided between two players. Each chooses how much of the good she will request, but if the total amount requested by both players exceeds the amount available then neither will receive any. Otherwise, both get what they requested. Fair division of the good is the optimal outcome of this game, in terms of distributive justice.​[10]​ Furthermore, experiments indicate that this is the outcome that people actually choose (Nydegger and Owen 1974; Roth and Malouf 1979; Van Huyck et al. 1995). However, standard Game Theory has found it challenging to explain this result. 
Even traditional Evolutionary Game Theory offers an incomplete explanation. The Fair strategy (requesting ½ of the good) is an Pure Evolutionarily Stable Strategy, which means that if all the players in a population were playing the Fair strategy, none could do better by deviating and playing a different strategy. But there are other combinations (or ratios) of strategies that are also stable in this way: for example, if half of a population plays the strategy Greedy (demanding 2/3 of the good) while the remaining half plays Modest (demand 1/3 of the good), no player can do better by deviating. Thus, this proportion represents a Mixed Evolutionarily Stable Strategy of the game. 
Every Evolutionarily Stable Strategy is an ‘attractor’, though possibly a very weak one: its basin of attraction consists at least of those states where most but not all of the population is conforming to the strategy (or designated mix of strategies). This means that it is optimal in a certain, limited sense: its existence is consistent with a certain set of parameters. When Divide-the-Dollar is explored using traditional Evolutionary Game Theory, there are many strong attractors in the dynamic system; even with the introduction of a random ‘trembling hand’ factor, there is no reason to expect that the Fair strategy will evolve within a reasonable number of rounds of the game (Alexander and Skyrms 1999). 
Alexander and Skyrms find that introducing spatial correlation in the form of neighbourhood networks causes the Fair strategy to be not only a strong attractor in the model, but the only attractor. They test this model under a variety of modifications, and find that the result is robust regardless of the dynamics adopted, the gradation in the division of the good, and many other potentially relevant factors. Thus, Bargaining with Neighbours offers an explanation of the tendency for players to choose to divide goods fairly in the Divide-the-Dollar game. Alexander and Skyrms’ model suggests that our norms of justice may partially depend upon the fact that people tend to interact with the same sets of individuals repeatedly. 

3.2 Singing to Neighbours.  Bargaining with Neighbours has several qualities that lend themselves well to the analysis of acoustic adaptation in the songs of Rufous-collared Sparrow. In general, the formality of computer models enforces a desirable clarity with respect to the meanings of the terms used in the theoretical mechanism. Furthermore, agent-based simulations such as this one permit us to closely track long chains of complex interactions in a manner that analytic models cannot, and it makes it relatively easy to tinker with the parameters of the system in order to quickly pin down the most relevant causal factors (Edmonds 1998, 2005). The simulation that structures the Bargaining with Neighbours model permits us to view and to critically examine the assumptions of causal structures responsible for many important phenomena.
Another benefit of this model is its approach to interaction between neighbours – it is central to Alexander and Skyrms’ argument that their model accommodates the tendency for a higher frequency of interactions to take place between neighbours than between any two randomly selected individuals in a population. The work of Alexander and Skyrms provides a useful framework for the analysis of Handford’s hypothesis concerning the songs of the Rufous-collared Sparrow. Local interaction between birds occupying neighbouring territories is a key factor in bird song evolution as song transmission depends crucially on audibility, which correlates with territorial proximity. 
Additionally, by investigating the conditions under which the Fair strategy is a strong attractor in the dynamic Evolutionary Game Theoretical model, Alexander and Skyrms are able to shed light on the conditions that may be necessary for that strategy to become a cultural adaptation. It is not enough to show that the Fair strategy is an Evolutionary Stable Strategy, and that it could have evolved: to avoid Panglossianism, we should investigate whether Fair is a strong attractor in a dynamic system, and that it is likely to have evolved. A similar model has the potential to provide comparable clarity to the mechanics of cultural evolution in bird songs. And if we are able to clarify the, we can go a long way towards solidifying the groundwork of Cultural Selection Theory.
In my model, Singing to Neighbours, birds are represented as players in a dynamic game with spatial restrictions.​[11]​ Like Alexander and Skyrms’ Bargaining with Neighbours, the model is constructed as an agent-based simulation in which players are situated in a grid and repeatedly play games against the same set of neighbours.​[12]​ The strategy a player adopts depends upon the successes of strategies that were played in that neighborhood in the previous round of the game. 
In the most basic version of the model, the area of game-play is divided into a grid that is thirty-two by thirty-two units. Every square in the grid represents one territory, and a bird’s territory plus those eight which are adjacent to it constitute its ‘neighbourhood’. In one half of the area of game-play, the territories are in a forest, while territories in the other half are in a field. Each territory square is occupied by one adult bird, and the bird occupies this same territory throughout its life. Every bird is either a Triller or a Whistler and sings the same song type throughout its life. 






Figure 3.  Selection Pressure

One round of the game represents one year. Each bird has a twenty percent chance of ‘dying’ at the end of any given year, and when a bird dies, its territory is taken over by a new bird. When a new bird takes over a vacated territory, it will become either a Triller or a Whistler, which is determined by the number of songs of each type that it heard during the previous year, as a fledgling. It is assumed that this new bird was lurking in that same territory during the previous year while it was a fledgling. During that year, it was listening to the songs sung by all the birds in that neighbourhood: in total, it listened to the songs of nine birds, including the bird which previously occupied the territory that the new bird has taken over. The song type that it heard the most in total from all birds in this neighborhood is the song type that it will sing. 
	Figure 4 provides an illustration of the mechanics of the simulation. The Ts represent Trillers and the Ws represent Whistlers. The territories are all located in a forest habitat, and the bird in the centre territory is the only one in the diagram to die this round. 
	Figure 4.  Simulation Mechanics

In the first round, all the birds sing but, because the territory is forested, the total songs broadcast clearly by Trillers is one each, and by Whistlers is three each. The new bird, which takes over the centre territory in the second round, is a Whistler because it heard twelve whistled songs from four Whistlers (three each), compared to only five trilled songs from five Trillers (one each).

3.3 Discussion of Simulation Results.  In this simple version of the Singing to Neighbours model, it is unsurprising to find that the population rapidly converges to a distribution of strategies whereby the forest territories are occupied by Whistlers and the field territories are occupied by Trillers. The model was run several times, starting from randomly generated initial distributions of song types. The following images and description illustrate a typical result.





















Figure 8.  25th Round


By the 10th routh of the simulation (Figure 7), it is already clear that the forested (green) territories are being taken over by Whistlers (blue) and that Trillers (red-brown) are taking over the field (yellow) territories. In this version of the simulation, the population reaches its final state – where no Trillers remain in the forest and no Whistlers remain in the field – by the 25th round (Figure 8). This result was typical, with the final state appearing within 35 rounds. 
This simulation has been designed such that the acoustically adaptive strategy is more readily imitated in the relevant environment. For instance, in the field, Whistle is not only evolutionarily stable, it is a strong attractor – and it is the only attractor. Simulation results indicate that this distribution of song types is a strong attractor given the conditions specified in this version of the model: That is, if this version of the model was an accurate representation of the conditions experienced by natural populations, it would strongly suggest that the songs of the Rufous-collared Sparrow do indeed exhibit acoustic adaptations to the environment, and that these adaptations are an example of Cultural Selection Theory.
Of interest, when small clusters of the non-adaptive song type appear by chance, they have the ability to hold out temporarily against the selection pressure. Additionally, changes in the shape of the boundary region produced slightly different results. For example, when the territories are divided diagonally such that the top left half of the grid is forest and the bottom right is field, persistent groups of non-adaptive strategies can maintain a presence in the corners of the diagonal. This indicates that different shapes in the boundary region between habitat types may be useful in extending the model, and producing empirical predictions from the model.
Observations of natural populations under changing environmental conditions, in regions where logging has rapidly transformed forests into fields, indicate that the rate of adaptation might actually be much quicker than appears in this model. This indicates that, if this model does represent the selection mechanism operating in this bird song system, the parameters of the model should be modified to render it more accurate (for example by reducing the territorial tenure of the birds or by increasing the selection pressure). There are, indeed, many dimensions along which the model should be modified to better approximate the world before stark conclusions can be drawn. These are discussed in the following section.

3.4 Future Directions. The benchmark model presented in the previous section should be extended in a variety of important directions. First of all, the simulation will be run under a wide range of selection pressures in order to determine the threshold sensitivities of the system. Additionally, there are a variety of potentially relevant factors that ought to – and can – be incorporated into the model in order to render it closer to nature, and in order to determine their relevance (if any). Some factors that will be incorporated into the model are: a factor (equivalent of mutation, immigration, or trembling hand) whereby occasionally a new bird will adopt a random song type; a more realistic representation of aging, whereby older birds have a higher probability of dying than new birds; unbounded edges of the game-world.​[13]​ 
Natural populations also exhibit trills and whistles on a continuum, and natural environments exhibit a similar continuum between fields and forests. Furthermore, the correlation between song types and habitat types is found to hold along these continuums. These gradations will be introduced into the model, as will territory shapes that are more commensurate with what is found in nature. This might reveal interesting information about the crucial frontier region. At first glance (from the initial simulation), it appears that the boundary regions between habitat types may be among the most revealing aspects of the simulations because, in these regions, where neither of the two song types have any clear competitive advantage, the selective advantage of the adaptive song types will be less predictable or disappear altogether. Consequently, it will be informative to test the effects of various shapes of boundary regions and distributions of habitat types.
A further step will be to import maps of the terrain of the Rufous-collared Sparrow into the model in order to provide a more accurate comparison of the model’s predictions and what has been observed in natural populations. Of special interest are the effects of different shapes and sizes of habitat types on bird song distribution, as well the effect of changes in habitat. In natural populations, such habitat alterations have been recorded, when forests are opened up due to logging or forest fires. It might be informative to determine under what conditions and how the simulation’s results compare with actual bird populations. These factors can be tested under varying combinations of conditions in order to determine what the most interesting effects are and their relevant thresholds. 
Additionally, we will be able to compare these models of cultural selection with models based on competing theories in order to reveal what factors are most relevant. This will clarify what observations might discriminate between different possible cultural selection mechanisms, including mechanisms that are more closely tied with the biological fitness of the birds. For example, the observed correlation between habitat and song type could be due to fledglings preferentially copying songs of more fit birds, where singing an acoustically adaptive song contributes to the biological fitness of a bird. Alternatively, fledglings may hear acoustically adaptive songs more frequently, not because they do not hear maladaptive songs as well, but because these songs are sung less frequently by birds due to other lifestyle effects they have (such as the tendency to increase the time the bird must spend on sentry duties and in territorial disputes). To investigate the potential significance of different rules governing the dynamics of song imitation, I will run simulations under a variety of alternative dynamics that are suggested by empirical observations as worth investigating, such as imitation based on territory tenure. 

3.5 Conclusion.  I have argued elsewhere that objections to Cultural Selection Theory and in-principle theoretical debates should be suspended until further empirical support is available to inform these debates. This empirical support must include at least one case study that provides a compelling and tractable example of cultural adaptations by the mechanism of natural selection on cultural units. In particular, this case study must provide a better understanding of the crucial relationship between culture and environmental selection pressures. What is vital for Darwinian evolution is that there exists a directional selection pressure – as contrasted with a system’s inherent rate of change by the introduction of selectively neutral variations – and that this pressure has the effect of weeding out variations in the population that are less successful at reproducing under these conditions. 
The acoustic adaptation of the songs of the Rufous-collared Sparrow shows potential to serve as this case study, and it offers an opportunity to clarify the role of environmental interaction in cultural evolution.​[14]​ Importantly, this system is not vacuously memetic, and there is potential to reveal the details of the selection mechanism through further investigations. One part of this process can be played by spatial Game Theoretic models such as Singing to Neighbours, which may have the resources to help us clarify the selective mechanisms underlying these systems. 
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^1	  Memetics is one approach to Cultural Selection Theory that has gained a great deal of attention. This approach studies ‘memes’, which are replicating cultural units analogous to genes (Dawkins 1976). I have argued elsewhere that a commitment to strict biological analogues has been damaging to Cultural Selection Theory; however, the memetic terminology is sufficiently useful and widespread that it will appear in this paper.
^2	  Dawkins understands a replicator to be an entity that passes on its structure to subsequent generations. 
^3	  A version of this simulation (Rand and Wilensky 2007) can be run online at the following website: ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/models/ElFarol 
^4	  It would be more precise to use the terms open habitat and closed habitat instead of field and forest, respectively. This is because the key factor is how much vegetation exists in the region. So, for example, a marsh might have the same acoustic properties as a field, as would the top of a body of water: all of these are open habitats in the acoustically relevant sense. Furthermore, the distinction between open and closed habitats is more precisely conceived as lying on a continuum. So, for example, the leafy treetops of a mature forest would be a very acoustically closed environment, while the floor of that mature forest might be slightly more open, a sapling forest might be more open still, and a clearing still more open than this.  Moreover, the observed correlation in bird song type matches this gradient in habitat type very closely such that the more open the habitat, the more the song resembles a trill rather than a whistle. Thus, when I use the terms field and forest, it is in a slightly stylized sense that is intended to make this paper more readable. 
^5	  Degradation refers to distortions of the signal’s frequency and amplitude modulations caused by environmental obstacles. It is one of two kinds of signal loss that occurs as a sound is transmitted. The other is attenuation, which is the opposite of amplification.
^6	  Interestingly, Brown and Handford learned (first by computer simulation (1996) and then by field experiment (2000)), that a further refinement of the concept of acoustic degradation is required – a distinction between average and consistent transmission fidelity. Whistles incur less average degradation than trills in both forests and fields; however, trills transmit more consistently than whistles in fields. This leads them to conclude that consistency and average transmission fidelity might produce competing selection pressures that together produce the observed correlation between song and habitat type. To avoid Panglossianism, however, it would be necessary to test this new hypothesis further: for example, by verifying the relative effect of average versus consistent transmission fidelity on the song imitation of sparrows.
^7	  By Gould and Lewontin’s description of Panglossianism, it would appear that this fallacy is frequently committed in evolutionary biology. Panglossianism is most accurately portrayed as occurring on a spectrum, where most of the transgressions are mild in degree. Adaptationist reasoning is an essential methodological device in evolutionary biology. Gould and Lewontin’s Panglossianism paper is most compellingly construed as a warning against a certain potential for inappropriate adaptationist reasoning which can occur when researchers relax their vigilance: an ideal limit of a lurking tendency all evolutionists need to avoid. 
^8	  Alexander and Skyrms refer to this imitation-based dynamic as ‘imitate-the-best’.
^9	  In standard Evolutionary Game Theory, the probability a player has of playing against a particular strategy is given by the proportion of the population playing that strategy. This proportion changes over successive rounds of the game by the replicator dynamics: the proportion of the population playing a given strategy in one generation is multiplied by a fitness factor, which is the ratio of the average payoff of that strategy to the average payoff of the population. 
^10	   According to Nash’s (1950) definition, ‘distributive justice’ holds when two criteria are met: all the players have equal outcomes and there are no alternatives under which all players are better off. For instance, in the Prisoner’s Dilemma, distributive justice holds only when both players cooperate.
^11	  For the simulations, I use the Java based program NetLogo (Wilensky 1999), which can be downloaded free of charge from http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo. The code used for this simulation is available by request. 
^12	  Technically, the key interaction between players occurs only when new neighbours are introduced into a neighbourhood, but analytically there is no difference between this and a fixed player game.
^13	  Currently territories on the far edge of the game-space share borders with those on the opposite edge, similar to the design of old arcade games: for example, if you took Pac-Man out the door on the right edge of the board, he would reappear through the door on the left edge.
^14	  Of course, some human communications show characteristics of acoustic adaptation similar to those of the Rufous-collared Sparrow; for instance, yodels and other vocal signals intended for transmission of information over long distances. It is challenging to make a case that these human calls are the result of cultural selection for several reasons. Humans can update their communication strategies throughout the course of their lives which makes it difficult to identify population frequencies of their cultural units. Further, any cultural evolutionary analysis would have to accommodate the clear potential that human strategic reasoning contributed significantly to the development of such acoustically effective calls. For these reasons, the identification and measurement of selection pressures is much more challenging in human versus bird cultural systems.
